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To the Reader
‘This book is, the Theory of Absolutely Infinite and Absolutely Everything: Universal Truth,
Absence of Truth, Time, Absence of Time, Mathematics, Absence of Mathematics, Science, Absence
of Science, Religion, Absence of Religion, Faith, Absence of Faith, Origins, Absence of Origins, God,
Absence of God, Existence, Nonexistence, and Everything that is Infinite In-between Finite
Possibilities.’
Why did I write this book?
The biggest pain in my heart was the loss of my brother. He didn’t just take his own life he took the
life of this entire world with him. This world has never been the same. I wrapped that dead world up
into a ball: it was a world of pain, frustration and anger. Every time those feelings tried to surface I
pushed them away. I was afraid that if I looked at those feelings again I would fall to my knees,
become paralyzed with sadness and not have the strength to do what needed to be done—cut down my
brother (Benjamin Butler) and try to bring him back to life.
I hated that helpless feeling. Nothing hurt more than the loss of a nearby loved one. When Ben
expressed his pain, frustration and anger he did not take other peoples’ feelings into consideration.
When I looked at my pain, frustration and anger I felt mad at myself for feeling them. When I put my
ear to the ground I heard the worldly impacts and the roaring sound of humanities’ tears pounding
against the Earth; filling up all streams, rivers, and the seven seas.
Life and death are very personal to everyone and everyone takes them very seriously. Losing loved
ones didn’t get any easier and the loss of every other loved one is inevitable. We have all faced a lot of
fears and overcome them in this life. We will all be tempted to push everyone aside—wish everyone
well and be alone. Aloneness is sadness and separation from everyone is not possible outside of
perception. After the storm a rainbow appeared. Perhaps, a promise would be kept?
New children have come into this world and this has helped with our healing to a degree. We don’t
feel as helpless and it brightens this world up a bit. When I hear a child’s laughter I sometimes think of
my brother and everyone else. I know a child’s happiness and laughter doesn’t completely heal anyone
but I also know that every child’s happiness and laughter will be restored in the end.
Although I am thankful, my openness is not meant to draw out sympathy. My sympathy goes out to
all others as well. My expression of death and life is a universal expression of life and death. Both are
universal questions and both are universal answers. Humanity is universally motivated to seek out
understanding and humanity will universally find that peace. Peace will be achieved one way and
another: through existence and through nonexistence. Together we will all find that understanding and
together we will all find that peace.
Who am I?
My spoken word, my living word and my written word are as pure as humanly possible: I am, I am

who I am (as is your word and all others). There is not a faith, church or religion on earth that I belong
to but every faith, church and religion belongs to me. My name has no weight; the substance of who I
am is what has weight. Many know my name but few know who I am. Do I stand alone? My temple
(my individual interpretation of existence and nonexistence) was built upon solid rock: three keystones.
The first keystone: One God.
Who is, ‘God?’ When we were children we instinctively knew that we were part of one family, a
Larger Family and the Family of One God. God is: infinite, Absolute Infinite and Absolutely Infinite.
God is: everything, Absolute Everything and Absolutely Everything. There is no Greater FAMILY;
there is no Greater LOVE; there is no Greater GOD.

Are we separate from God?
God’s True Name: “I AM.” In this hand, the Sun of God's True Name: “I Am.” In this other hand,
the spirit of truth: “I am.” We reunite ourselves: ‘I am, I Am, and I AM—spirit, Sun and GOD—one,
One and ONE.’ We read this, say this and do this so that we may know that God’s True Name and the
Sun of God’s True name are not separate from our true name: ‘I am, I am who I am; I Am, I Am who I
Am; I AM, I AM who I AM.’ The end was the beginning, ‘GOD’ is: One Word. Problem solved.

The second keystone: One Faith.
What is, the ‘Will’ of God? When we were children we sinned against our brothers, sisters, mothers
and fathers (The Family of God). We were told, “go and say that you are sorry.” We would make
amends, there was healing and we returned to temperance (I am, I am who I am). Problem solved.
As we grew older we began to put away childish things. We began hiding in the darkness of selfpity, denial and blame (separation started). We believed our sins separate from the worst gut wrenching
horrors. We no longer believe that. Sin is one; there is no separation between the smallest and Largest.
Our sins “wirelessly” rippled through the environment amplifying as they traveled. Our sins contribute
to the world’s suffering and the burdens that others carry. The light of this truth halted us. We had no
idea that our sins were connected to such heartbreaking atrocities. We were blameworthy! To condemn
one was to condemn all—us included. If we were to forgive one we must forgive all. If we were to
confess to one we must confess to all. If we were to return to temperance we must return to all
temperance. We had no excuse for our sins. We had no room to blame others. We humbled ourselves.
We fell to our knees, hung our heads, and our tears were blinding. The light of this truth took away our
sight—it also gave it back. We were reminded that forgiveness heals wounds, confession removes
thorns, and temperance sustains good health. Sin is linked as one but so too is all healing and rejoicing.
We reunited ourselves: ‘I am, I AM and I AM’. Problem solved!
Within the Family of One God—three families exist. The first family writes their book (the book of
their lives) with eyes empty of love; we find confirmation for what we seek. The second family writes
their book with eyes filled with 1-99% love; we also find confirmation for what we seek. The third
family writes their book with eyes filled with 100% love, and we return to peace. The first family,
given time, will learn 1-99% love. The second family, given time, will learn 100% love. ‘Every family

is learning forgiveness for all, confession to all and returning to all temperance: Unconditional Love.’
How can we truly know anyone, and how can anyone truly know us, unless Unconditional Love is
given? If Unconditional Love is not the way we treat family, then who is our family? Else, there are
only neighbors and enemies, and a ‘Living Family’ does not exist. Unconditional Love does exist, and
so does the category: ‘Family.’
How many times should we forgive one another? Forgiveness heals us! How many times should we
confess to one another? Confession heals us! How many times should we return to temperance?
Temperance heals us! How many times should the Sun rise, set and rise again before we understand?
The answer: how many colors exit? How many frequencies exist? How many temperatures exist? How
many elements exist? The Beginning and the End: there is only ‘One Time!’

How can we remain sinless?
We can pray with both hands: with our right hand, we can forgive one another and with our left
hand we can confess to one another. Together, our prayers can be answered: we can return to
Temperance—we can all be made anew in that way. That Working Prayer is the only Daily Prayer that
Works:
1st A child of God can forgive all, confess to all and return to all temperance within his or her
family home.
2nd A child of God can leave his or her family home and visit his or her neighbors home (forgiving
all, confessing to all and practicing all temperance—one family home.)
3rd A child of God can leave his or her family home and visit his or her enemies home (forgiving
all, confessing to all and practicing all temperance—one family home).
Heaven is a full-time job, there is no room for sin. When the Sun rises and sets is it not obvious?
Everywhere the Word and Will of God goes we can also go—a wave of light can transform this World
into Heaven within a day. After forgiveness for all, we can leave the judging to God whom has good
judgment. Then, we can focus on confessing our sins and practicing all temperance. In the end, Heaven
can re-enter us, others and return to Earth—it is peaceful in Heaven.
What is Hell? No forgiveness, no confession, and no temperance.
What is Earth? Forgiving all, confessing to all and returning to all temperance.
What is Heaven? Forgiven All, Confessed to All, and the Practice of All Temperance.
In everything we think, say or do: Hellish, Earthly or Heavenly? We have sinned in every category
to some degree. Our sins rippled out in every direction—wherever there is sin you will find us also. All
sin belongs to us: sin is one. We will each, individually and as a whole, take responsibility: it was I
who sinned against myself, others and all else. I am—forgiving all—confessing to all—returning to all
temperance. How else can our daily prayers be answered? We can pray alone but how can we pray
alone for much longer?
The last day on Earth will be the same as the first day on Earth: The Sun of God will Rise, within us
all. We will all be made anew—the Earth will be made anew and the final prophecy will be fulfilled.
One human being is equal to all human beings: there is nothing that one human being did that all other
human beings did not do also—to forgive one human being is to forgive all human beings—to condemn
one human being is to condemn them all—know thyself, others and all else!
In our left hand, sin rippled out creating Hell on Earth: no forgiveness, no confession, and no
temperance. In our right hand, Earth: forgiving all, confessing to all and returning to all temperance
rippled back. Earth returned to Heaven and Heaven returned to Earth: Forgiven All, Confessed to All
and Returned to All Temperance (One Almighty Clap—One Prayer Answered—One Family Home—

One Heaven). How else can Heaven re-enter us, others and return to Earth? Heaven is a mathematical
destination, a scientific persistence and a spiritual certainty!
Faith is a mathematical equation expressed with words. Faith leads to knowing, not infinitely not
knowing. Every Faith needs to be deciphered so that our species can survive. We must communicate
plainly and who knows, we might even end up understanding ‘ourselves, others and all else.’
The third keystone: One Universal Truth.
What is, the ‘Universal Truth’ of God? When we were children, we learned about north, south, east,
and west. As time passed, our knowledge increased. We were building upon this truth. Our foundation
was laid, and we started grabbing bricks. One and zero, white and black, quiet and loud, light and dark,
hot and cold, bitter and sweet, silence and sound, heavy and light. What was bound in the day we
loosened at night. Doctor attracts patient. Negative seeks positive. Answers heal all questions’ wounds.
Together they live, apart they die. The Universal Truth moves elsewhere.
The Universal Truth is binary—zeros and ones. The Universal Truth is scientific. It demonstrates
both attractive and repulsive forces. The Universal Truth is philosophical as is yin and yang. The
Universal Truth can be found within “every” faith, every aspect of science, and every mathematical
equation. The Universal Truth can be found in a mustard seed and it can also be found in us. The
deciphering of one faith allows for the deciphering of all faiths (“know thyself”). Problem solved.
Life was intriguing, and we began our journey through it. We had questions. We felt hungry, and we
wanted to learn. When we were hungry, we felt bad. When we ate, we felt better. When we were full,
we felt we had found the solution. Questions were our hunger. Eating was the answer, but satiation was
both—understanding. It was exciting to open a door, watch it opening and closing, then quickly shut it.
We would breathe slowly in until our lungs were full, hold our breath, and then exhale as fast as we
could until our lungs were empty. It was exhilarating to run, slowly increasing speed until we were
running as fast as we could. Quickly we would slow down and stop. Everywhere we looked we could
see the other children playing with our mutual friend, The Universal Truth, in their own way.
We existed within the boundaries of our existence and nonexistence: possibilities were finite. Our
mind was working on universal knowledge, and all else that was created in that likeness. We did not
know that those who were living in this world could not answer our deepest and most sincere questions
about ‘Absolutely Infinite and Absolutely Everything: Universal Truth, Absence of Truth, Time,
Absence of Time, Mathematics, Absence of Mathematics, Science, Absence of Science, Religion,
Absence of Religion, Faith, Absence of Faith, Origins, Absence of Origins, God, Absence of God,
Existence, Nonexistence and Everything that is Infinite In-between Finite Possibilities.’
Our youthful trust and our simplistic knowledge for, and of, the world began to disintegrate as we
were told over and over that the answers to our questions were unknowable. It was suggested that this
book of knowledge was not meant for us to open, and our body, emotions, and mind should move on
with life while piling on the darkness of unanswered questions. As we wandered down our suggested
path to death, our footprints imprinted deeper on the ground than our body weight should have allowed.
When we looked behind us we saw a trail of heavy sadness. As a gentle wind blew through our hair, we
looked up at the stars and our spirits suddenly became filled with Hope. We looked forward in time and
at that moment we decided that we would no longer continue to dig our own grave with our footsteps.
Lesser Universal Truths were understood. Greater Universal Truths were also understood. That in
turn indicated that ‘Absolutely Infinite and Absolutely Everything’ could be understood in the end.
DNA unfolded in every possible direction inside the womb, and, likewise, every individual’s physical,
mental, and emotional exploration unfolded outside of it: ‘infinite, absolute infinite, and Absolutely
Infinite—everything, absolute everything and Absolutely Everything.’

Everyone was on his or her journey within the boundaries of finite possibilities: One God/no god,
One Faith/no faith, One Universal Truth/no universal truth. The Three Keystones came together as One
God, One Faith, One Universal Truth: One Keystone. Our temple was complete.
Little children were entrusted with the keys. We stood before the Gates of Heaven—we faced our
fears. We unlocked what we ourselves locked and “The Mystery of God” was no more—we came from
One God, One Faith and One Universal Truth—we returned to One God, One Faith and One Universal
Truth.
Time was, is, and always will be an illusion with an almighty purpose—that we be encouraged in
heart and united in mind, so that we may have the full riches of complete understanding, in order that
we may know “The Mystery of God.” In which are hidden all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge.

The final prophecy was this: every tree of life returned to “The Source of All Life.”

The Sun of God was the Living Will and Word of God. We came from the Sun of God. We would
return to the Sun of God. Time was an illusion: spirit, Sun and GOD—one, One and ONE—I am, I Am
and I AM. Every seed that falls to Earth needs time to grow and blossom into that which we are at

present incapable of fully understanding. God is: “The One Tree” that bears good fruit. We sprout with
a helping hand from “The Everlasting Gardner.” We continue to travel towards the light and into the
embracing arms of “The Creator.”
In the beginning, this theory of everything was the theory of myself, others, and in the end ‘The
Theory of Absolutely Infinite and Absolutely Everything.’ The facts were these: One God, One Faith
and One Universal Truth. The proofs: One Math, One Science and One Eternal Truth. In the end:
‘Absolutely Infinite and Absolutely Everything’ was proved once again.

Every life existed within the boundaries of finite possibilities and every life was made eternal;
etched in the pages of time for eternity. Everyone needed to have a basic understanding of history, math
and science to make informed decisions about our future. We spoke as plainly as possible so that
everyone could understand. No seed was left behind!
Truth, Faith and God led to knowing, not infinitely not knowing. One God, One Faith and One
Universal Truth were each a mathematical equation expressed with words. Those who sought One God,
One Faith and One Universal Truth appreciated their simplicities. The problem was even simpler: no
god, no faith and no universal truth (I don’t feel connected, I have no faith and I will never understand).
One God was our counselor; One Faith was our friend; One Universal Truth became our truth. In the
beginning God brought comfort, in time Faith brought happiness and in the end, the Universal Truth set
us free.

• • •
The single category—truth—represents all truths: recorded truth, unknown truth, individual truth,
and The Universal Truth.

Recorded Truth
Time reaches a point when all events have been recorded, and that is “Absolutely Everything.” The
infinity hour glass of time will then flip over and start the process again. The record is not erased, is
erased, and then is being written. This is true, not true, and in the process of becoming true.
Cause and effect leave ripples of evidence in the pool of existence. When the ripples can expand no
farther, all of existence will ripple back to the point of disturbance. Like breathing in and out, all of
existence will take another breath. All possible space will fill as it was before as “Absolutely
Everything” continuously inhales and exhales life back into existence.
As the present turns into the past and the future unfolds, truth is recorded in the fabric of existence.
Our lives are books. With every step we take, we fill the pages. When the last words have been written
and our books have closed, our testaments will be found in their place on a shelf in the library of time.
In the end, when all the recordings of truth become one, every individual book will be a chapter in the
largest book of all—The Book of Life.

Unknown Truth
Our nonexistence and existence together created everything, when it comes to us. The substance that
would become our body was existent. Who we would become before we were created did not exist.
Before we were created, we could not know truth.
When our minds were fashioned, they were undeveloped physically, mentally, and emotionally. In

the early stage of our perception of “Existence, and Nonexistence”, we felt isolated. We shivered with
cold. We babbled like a baby. The emptiness of an unknown truth had evolved into an individual truth.

Individual Truth
One's truth is one's perception of reality. During life, an individual learns from experience, and their
perception changes. My individual truth at one point, expressed poetically, is as follows: Everyone
started out falling through space, discharged particles from the sun. I saw my brothers and sisters
floating down beside me. I saw beautifully colored souls all around as far as my eyes could see. Some
around me descended faster than others. I heard what sounded like wind whooshing past me as I fell.
My parents were in front of me as we approached our destination. I watched as they were magnetically
pulled into the brilliantly colored, rocky, mountainous boundary of Earth. Only a few moments passed
as I followed, but years went by on Earth. Traveling through a tunnel toward the light, I soon took my
first breath; I was born.
Those who had lived and died before me had built the Earth. Knowledge had been left, like snow,
waiting to be packed by those who would follow. My understanding of the world was as small as a
snowflake, and the world was blanketed with information. My life started to roll and I grew larger. I
realized that someday my life would come to an end, but I had no fear. Perhaps I would be traveling
through a tunnel toward the light again?
There are questions and there are answers. Together they comprise understanding.

The Universal Truth

‘There is: everything, absolute everything and Absolutely Everything. So, too, there is: infinite,
absolute infinite and Absolutely Infinite. The Universal Truth binds both infinite and everything
together for eternity.’
To understand the terms everything and infinite an individual must turn to science, self-evident

Universal Truths, and all other reflections that make up existence. The smallest Universal Truths in
faith, mathematics and science are reflections of Larger Truths. There is no evidence in my
observations for “infinite possibilities” outside the boundaries of the Universal Truth.

The Universal Truth is the threaded code within “Existence and Nonexistence”, which allows all
languages to be deciphered. When an individual’s truth has evolved into understanding the Universal
Truth, he or she will speak with that tongue, because the Universal Truth is the tongue that is
universally relatable. Speaking with this connective universal tongue allows for all that is unknown and
incomprehensible, to become known while looking through the decipherable lens of relatable, selfevident, Universal Truths. The Universal Truth is binary: 0 and 1.

Everything: Zero and One

Single ones are the building blocks for numbers and sequences in every counting system. Larger
numbers were created to distinguish one number from another because they all looked the same (single
ones). For example, the number ten is used to represent ten ones (1111111111). All numbers of value
are created from single digits. Underneath those building blocks is the unshakable foundation that all
numbers, infinity sequences, and their symbols emerged from (one and zero).
...11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111...
...101010101010101010101010101010101010...

The number one and the placeholder zero will validate the Universal Truth as well as show how
they are the foundation for every number, every mathematical equation and all infinity sequences.
All numbers of value are created from single ones. Zero is the placeholder signifying no value as
shown below.

Before zero was introduced as a placeholder, an empty space was sometimes used to represent it.
When adding zero to the number one, the mathematical answer appears to be only one, shown below.
When the one is taken away, the zero is revealed.

The mathematical equations above go together like two sides of a coin. Together they equal valuable
understanding. Trying to separate two sides of a coin shatters credibility.
How can there be one without the other? Outside of perception, the question would not exist if the
answer did not. The mathematical equations (0 + 1 = 1 and 1 - 1 = 0) are the foundation upon which all
mathematical equations rest. Likewise, one and zero are the foundation upon which all other numbers
were built. The number one and the placeholder zero are all that are needed to create all other numbers.
Numbers can be used universally to represent all else. All numbers were created from single ones, and
that, in itself, is inescapable proof of zero's existence.
Zero is not absolute zero; it simply represents the truth that there is absolute zero. A single one
represents the truth that there is the accumulation of all single ones, i.e., the Largest One. Single ones
perpetually combine to create the Largest One. ‘The Largest One and Absolutely Zero are Absolutely
Everything when it comes to numbers, and all that is Absolutely Infinite. All other numbers within
them were made in their image.’
The process of infinity occurs within the parameters set by ‘Absolutely Zero and One Hundred
Percent of all numbers.’

‘The Universal Truth is: everything, absolute everything and Absolutely Everything and all that is
infinite, absolute infinite and Absolutely Infinite.’

Everything: Color
A computer works with only ones and zeros in its binary code. The computer is a virtual world
existing in a real world that has its binary code as well: absolute something and absolute nothingness,
the DNA of absolute everything.

White is a combination of all the primary colors, and black is the absence of them. When it comes to
color, black, and white are everything; therefore, black and white will be used to represent the most and
the least in all other categories, just as one and zero will be. A substance that appears black is not
absolute nothingness; it simply represents the truth that there is absolute nothingness. One of the
properties of absolute nothingness is the absence of color.

Everything: Light
Colors are directly linked to the category of light. For example, it is no mystery that grass that is
visibly green is not really green; it only reflects that color better than it reflects other colors. Light and
dark together allow for colors to be seen. Without light there can be no dark. Darkness, in itself is
inescapable proof that there is light. All the primary rays of light together create white light. Within the
category of white light, there is both cold white light and hot white light. Cold white light has the
potential to become hot white light, and they are permanently interconnected. The opposite of white
light is black dark or the absence of light. White light and black dark are everything when it comes to
the category light. Black dark is not absolute nothingness; it simply represents the truth that absolute
nothingness exists. One of the properties of absolute nothingness is the absence of light.

The sun gives off light, and the pupils allow light to pass through.

Everything: Temperature

The common notions of hot and cold, temperature, can be seen as thermometric. Although
temperature is not a direct measurement of heat, something that feels cold generally has a low
temperature; likewise, something that feels hot generally has a high temperature. It has long been
established that one of the principal limits of thermodynamics is temperature. If two entities have the
same temperature (neutral), no net heat flow occurs; otherwise, heat flows from the object with the
higher temperature to the object with the lower one. This process goes on for infinity within the
boundaries of everything.
All the primary degrees of temperature create the white temperature. Within the category of white
temperature, there is white cold frequency and white hot frequency, which are permanently
interconnected as one. The category of white temperature is inescapable proof, in itself, that there is the
absence of temperature. The opposite of the category white temperature is the absence of temperature.
The white temperature and the absence of temperature are everything, when it comes to the category
of temperature. A substance without temperature is not absolute nothingness; it simply represents the
truth that there is absolute nothingness. One of the properties of absolute nothingness is the absence of
a temperature.

Everything: Frequency

A wave is a disruptive disturbance that communicatively spreads, reproducing throughout space and
time, usually with the transfer of energy.
High-frequency waves are inescapable proof that low-frequency waves exist. All the primary waves
of frequency create the white frequency. Within the category of white frequency, there is white
elemental noise and white elemental peace. White peace has the potential to become white noise, just as
white cold has the potential to become white heat. White peace and white noise are permanently
interconnected. There is the category white frequency, and that is inescapable proof, in itself, that there
is the absence of frequency. The white frequency and the absence of frequency are everything when it
comes to the category of frequency.
A substance without a frequency is not absolute nothingness; it simply represents the truth that there
is absolute nothingness. One of the properties of absolute nothingness is the absence of a frequency.

Everything: Elements
All larger categories can be broken down into their smaller categories and all smaller categories can
recombine. The category element is the largest category that all other categories exist in. The periodic
table of elements can be seen as a tabular display of the discovered chemical elements. The layout of
the table continues to be refined as new elements are unearthed. New theoretical models constantly
emerge to explain the enchanting chemical behavior of elements.
The periodic table of elements:

Each chemical element can be distinguished by its atomic number. When colors are divided until
they can be divided no further, every color shall be represented in the result. The total number of
unique colors is the same as the total number of unique elements. All elements, both discovered and
undiscovered, combine to create the white element (absolute something). Absolute something is the
energetic array of all the independent primary elemental energy combined in a purified state (the purest
form of energy: the white element).
The opposite of the white element and all its properties is the black element. The black element is
not used to represent absolute nothingness; it is absolute nothingness, i.e., the absence of color, light,
frequency, temperature, and all other subcategories combined. The white and the black element are
absolute everything when it comes to the category element; together they create all other elements.

Every category has a point that, when reached, is every possibility, such as: color, light,
temperature, frequency, and element. Everything and infinite, like two sides of a magnet, go together; it
is not a matter of one or the other. ‘The symbol for infinite, absolute infinite and Absolutely Infinite is
also the symbol for everything, absolute everything and Absolutely Everything.’

All things are made in this “Universal Image.”

Everything: DNA
One of the greatest historic puzzlements of thought is this: How is a human being created? The
healing pieces to the puzzle were found within beautifully packaged human DNA. The ons, offs, and
varying neutrals can be compared to mathematically varying combinations of 0’s and 1’s.
When the package was opened, the puzzle began to be pieced together, and at last the whole human
genome had been decoded. Because of laborious scientific work by Nobel scientists, the puzzle was
now complete. With completion came a healing satisfaction.
Humans transferred the information from one person to another like brain cells firing!
DNA is made up of chemical building blocks called nucleotides. Four nitrogen bases are found in
nucleotides: adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G) and thymine (T). The sequence, of those bases is all
that is needed to biologically instruct a strand of DNA. The structure of a DNA molecule is sometimes
referred to as a helix (which is a pair of parallel helices running in opposite directions, intertwined, and
held together by a neutral common backbone axis).
Within the helix, “A” forms hydrogen bonds with “T” (on the opposite strand), and “G” forms
hydrogen bonds with “C” (on the opposite strand). The magnetic attraction of opposites holds a
sequence of DNA together. Each DNA sequence contains specific instructions to make a protein and is
commonly referred to as a gene.
One gene can be divided and vary greatly. There is a broad range, between one thousand nitrogen
bases to one million of those bases, in humans. The result is: the complete DNA guidebook (whole
genome).
Simplistic knowledge such as the left and right side of the human body, the Universal Truth,
(together the whole body), was understood (before DNA was decoded) to be a mirrored reflection of
what created it on the smallest unfolding level. The Universal Truth throughout, was, and forever will
be intertwined throughout the human genome. Every human being was, is, and forever will be created
in the image of the Universal Truth.

Everything: Proton, Electron, and Neutron
Another historic question: What creates life on a subatomic level? Intellectually gifted scientific
minds, through many years of individual sacrifice, where able to simplify the building blocks of life
into three subatomic particles that make life possible: proton, electron, and neutron. A proton has a
positive charge. An electron has a negative charge. And a neutron has a neutral charge.
Simplistic knowledge such as, the northern and the southern hemisphere (together the Earth), was
understood (before the building blocks of life were decoded) to be a mirrored reflection of what created

it on the smallest subatomic level.
‘There is something, absolute something, and Absolutely Something. So, too, there is nothingness,
absolute nothingness, and Absolutely Nothingness.’ The Universal Truth binds both something and
nothingness together for eternity. All opposites, both basic and absolute smallest, are made in the image
of the larger polar opposites: ‘Absolutely Something and Absolutely Nothingness.’

Everything: The White and Black Elementary Particles
Another historic question: what is the foundation of ‘Absolutely Something and Absolutely
Nothingness?’ Within the building blocks of life there are the unshakable foundations they rest upon—
the white and the black elementary particles.

A white elementary particle is the purest form of energy (something— the stem cell of existence—
the smallest version of the white element). The black elementary particle is the absence of energy,
(nothingness). In the absence of the compressed matter of substance, which holds the fabric of space
together, the empty void of nothingness can appear.

Outside of perception, the white elementary particles and the black elementary particles have always
been. All other elementary particles (like questions) between them are created.
Each particle variation can be distinguished by its mass, charge, and spin. The standard model of
particle physics is electromagnetic: weak, and strong nuclear interactions, as well as the classification
of all subatomic particles. When colors are divided until they can be divided no further, every color
shall be represented in the result. The total number of unique colors is the same as the total number of
unique subatomic particles.
The table of elementary particles:

Existence is made up of elementary white particles. Existence can be equal to the totality of white
elementary particles. The accumulation is simply equal to itself (E = E), and non-existence is simply
Non-Existence (NE = NE). ‘The two equations are Absolutely Infinite, and the possibilities are
Absolutely Finite.’

The four building blocks of DNA can be broken down to three building blocks of life. They can be
broken down into the unshakable foundation: the black elementary particles and the white elementary
particles. Finally, the black elementary particles and the white elementary particles can recombine to
create the pyramid of truth.

Individuals and entire civilizations created symbols to represent their understanding of “Existence
and Nonexistence.” Every shape and symbol recombines to create a sphere again; every sphere and
symbol divides until it can divide no further. Every shape and symbol unfolds in every possible
direction and dimension: The Universal Shape and Symbol of Truth.

Infinity Sequences: The Beginning
In the past, present, and future, a sideways eight is, was, and will be created to represent the
powerful image of ‘everything, absolute everything and Absolutely Everything; infinite, absolute
infinite and Absolutely Infinite.’

One divided by eighty-one equals the repeating infinity sequence, (1/81 = .
0123456790123456790...), pictorially shown above. The eight is the only number missing from the
sequence.
Eight divided by eighty-one is equal to the repeating infinity sequence, (8/81 = .
0987654320987654320...), pictorially shown below. The one is the only number missing from this
sequence.

One divided by eighty-one is equal to the first repeating number sequence
(.0123456790123456790...,) from which the eight is missing). Multiplying that number sequence by
eight is equal to the other sequence, (.0987654320987654320...), from which the one is missing).
The eight is missing from the first sequence. The one is missing from the second. Together the
missing numbers appear as eighty-one.
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